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SUMMARY
J ~General tank tests of a ~-size model of the hull
of the B6eing W313-1 flying boat were made in”Langley tank
no. 1. Tests were nade of the forebody alone; the fore-
body with a.f’terbody,and”the forebody with afterbody and
tail extension, which represented the compleie hull> ..
r
In additicn to the uslJalmeasurements of resistance
and trimming moment, measurements were made of the
# length of the planing >ttom,whj,ch waq ,Wet&~fl_by__the
water. The draft of th~ fcc’ebody alone was.measured”
. by a method which eliininatiederrors caused by up-and-. ..___ ._
s down surCes of the water in the tank.
The application of the data to the determination
of stability derivatives, frictional resis~a;-lc~jand
the computation of the forces on the constituent parts ‘“
of the hull is discussed briefly.
INTRODUCTION
For some time a need has existed for adequate
data from which the stability derivatives of a f~Ying- - ,. _
best hull nay be computed. Such analytical work on
the stabiltty of hulls has heretofore been based.on - ‘.
the results of tests of planing surfaces by Shoemaker
(reference 1) and.Sottorf (reference 2) and has usually
been restricted to low-engle porpoising. The models
used by Shoemaker did not have chine flare and the tests
.-
4 did not extend to low speeds (speeds at.and below the .—.——
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region of the hump) at which buoyancy contributes a
large part of the total lift and..atWkilch a hull
operates primarily as a displacement craft. A better
evaluation of the stability derivatives of hulls
could be obtained if the data from tests of planing
surfaces were supplemented by data obtained at speeds
above and below those .gIvenin references 1 arid2 and
if the tests giving such data were nmde with planing
surfaces having chine flare regresentati.ve of that
used on modern flyin~-boat hulls. ~e~i~tance tests @f
hull models and planing surfaces, in general, have not ““
.
provided data sufficient either in accuracy or amount
to allow a satisfactory determination of the stability
derivatives involved in porpoising, especially those
involved in hip~-angle porpoieing
- & t~e–zf insta~ility
that involves both the fcrebody and afterbody. One
source of inaccuracy in such tarikd~ta lies in the
determination of the draft of the mcdel by measuring
the vertical Dosition of the model with respact to the
towing carriage. This inaccure.cy could be eltmlnatcd
if the draft were determined by a direct measurement 1
between the model and the water surface.
The effect of Reynolds number on the frictional
resistance is customarily neglected in converting
K
model results to full s“izebecause the frictional
—
resistance is only a small psrt of the total resistance
and because the wetted srea”of the bottom of the hull
b
is not determined in the usual tsnk tests. A knowledge
of this frictional resistance, however, should be of uso
in an analytical investigation, It is often of interest
1
to know the forces due tc the constituent park’sof the ““
huS1 l A renort of some work on this subject is given .
in reference 3.
In ordor to make ave.ilable some data to supply the .
aforementioned needs, especially with..regard to the
@oeing XPI?B-1flying boat,
-1
~eneral resistance test~of
a ~-size model of the hull of the XPB3-1 flying boat
were made. @ests were made of the .forebody slone; the
forebody with afterbodjj; and the t%rebody with afterbody
and tail extension, which represented the complete hull.
In addition to the usual measurements of resistance and
trimming moment, measurements were made of the length of
the planing bottom which was wetted by the water. Some
determinations of the draft of the forebcdy alone were
made by measurements of the height of the model with
\rcs~ect to the water,
s.
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()_load coefficient ~wb3,
resistance coefficient (+)
{wb)]
center-of-pressure coefficient (c.p./b)
draft coefficient (d/b)
sgeed coefficient
()&
load on wster, nounds
wei ht density of water, pounds per cubic foot
?65.4 for these tests}
beam of hull, feet —.
resistance, pounds
c.ps center of pressure, feet (distance from step to
intersection of resultant force vectcr and keel
or line of keel extended)
d. draft at step, feet
v speed, feet per second
G acceleration due to grevity, 52.2 feet per second
per second
T trim, de~ees
MODEL
The lines of the model, which were furnished by the
Boeing Aircraft Company, are given in figure l,”and a
sketch showing.tke parts of the model is given as
figure 2. The forebody alcne was designated Langley-tank .,‘“
model 175F; tke forebody with af’terbody,model 175FA;
and the forebody with afterbody end tail extension,
model 175FAT,
3
—.
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The forebody was built of laminated mahogany. ‘Ihe
afterbody was of built-up constr~~ction with a transparent
bottom to facilitate measurements of the wetted length
at the keel. ‘Vhen attached to the forebody, the after-
body was strongly braced so that deflections of it
rol:itive to the forebody were negligible. The sides o-fthe
afterbody of model 175Fi4were extended above the part-ing
line shown in figure 2 to--keepwater from entering the
afterbody. The tail extension was that used in a ~-
size dynamic model of the XP!3B-1.flying boat.
The bottom of the forebody was ~rism~tic for a
distsnce of 1.5 besm lengths forw=.d of the step. The
keel of the forebody was straight for 8 distance of
2.~1.beam lengths forward of the step. The angle of dead
rise of the forebody, including chine flare, was 17.9°
and that of the .afterbody was 20°. Excluding chine
flare , the angle of dead rise of the forebody was 20°.
TESTING AF’PKRATUSAND PROCEDURE
A description of Langley tank no. 1, the towing equip-
rnept, and the method of testing is given in reference ~.
Fixed-trim and free-to-trim tests were made by the
general method. The results of the free-to-trim tests
on models 175Fh and 175FA’Twere used to assist in the
fairing of’the results of the fixed-trim tests and are
not given kerein. Tests of model 175FAT were made only
for the conditions when the tail extension was in the
roach of the afterbody.
In addition to the usual measurements of resistance
and trimming moment, measurements were made By visual
observation of tk.elengths of the plani.nE bottoms wetted
by the water. The wetted lengths of the forebody End
af%erbody were me”asured with respect to the step and
stern.oost, respectively, for models 175F and l~~FA.
The wetted length of the chine was measured to the
intersection of the chine and the free-water surface,
even thou~h spray crosses the c’hineforward of’this
ooint, as shown in fiqure 1~ of reference ~. Uncler
some conditions at low speeds, th~ flow of water on the
aftarbody was so disturbed that accurate measurements
of the wetted lengths could not be made. (See reference
#’
4
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The centers of pressure were computed from the
forces and moments measured about a point 16.88 inches
above the forebody keel and 3.87 inches forward of the
step.
The measurements of draft of model 175F were made
by a new procedure. A movable graduated prod was
attached to the bow and adjusted during the run until
the end of the prod touched the surface cf the water
l ahead of the model. The draft could then be computed
from the trim and the reading cf the prod. The methcd
ordinarily used to measure draft at the Langley tanks
is described in reference 1 and consists essentially in
measuring the vertical position of the model with respect
to the towing carriage. The flow of air sround the
towing carriage, however, creates a pressure field th~t
moves along the tank with the carriage and produce’s“a
wave motion of the water and of the model with respect
to the carriage. The change of height of water is e
function of the carriage speed on the test-run and
preceding runs, the time interval between runs, and
other factors; this change may$ on occasion, be as
large as the draft of the model. Any inaccuracy intro-
duced by the wsve’rnotion of the water in the tank is
eliminated by use of the prod. ,.
RFSUI.TS AND “DISCUSSION
Test Results
For convenience in reading, the faired curves of
the results are given without test points. Figure 3
nresent.s data cf tests of model” 175F”at 80 trim and
SE.OWSthe scatter of test pointss This scatter in
figure 3 m~y be considered as typical of’that of the -
other figures.
“{The results of the tests are given in figures 4
to 10 in the form of curves of resistance coefficient CR>
center-of-tsressure coefficient Cn, wetted lengths,
and draft coefficient “Cd plotted against speed coeffi-
cie~.t
~~, with trim T and load coefficient CA as
narametersj
5
A comparison
speeds up to hump
alone was greater
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of fi~res k and ~ shows that,<at
speed, the resistance of the forebody
than the combined resistance of the
forebody a~d efterbody =t the same load and trim> This
difference indicates that, at these speeds, the load-
resistance ratio of the afterbody was greater than the
load-resistance ratio of the forebcdy. This re~lt
corroborates the results given i.nrcjference ~. Ut hi~h
speeds, however, the resistance of the forebody and
afterbody was greater than that of...theforebody alone
because of afterbody wetting, except at high trims when
the load was entirely supported by the afterbocly>
(figs. P and 9). Figures ~ and 6 indicate that ”the
tail extension had little effect on the resistance at
a given load and trim.
“&t low speeds, the presence of the afterbody ~nd
tail extension moved the center of pressure af~. 4t
high speeds the tail.extension w~s nohi.nvolved and the
afterbody had a negligible effect on the center of
~ressure except at the high trims when all of the load
was supported by the afterbody.
The drafts computed from the keel wetted-len@h
data of figure 7 were compared with the dra~ts &lven
in figure lG at speed coefficients of L..and above,
At trims of Lo and 8°, the average differences between
the two values of dreft were within the experimental
error. At 10,0trim the computed drafts were, on the
average, C.02 beam lengths greater than the measured
drafts.
F
Some Applications of Data
The data presented is suitable for the computation
of stability deriyativ~s according to the methods given
in references 7 to 108
Tho wetted-length data permit a Reynolds number to
be comguted for sny size of hull and speed. The vmia-
tj.onof the coefficient of’frictional resistance with
Reynolds number is well known. (See chapt-erXII of —
reference 11.)
l
The computation of the forces due ta the constituent
parts of the hullmay be m~de by subtracting the forces
.—
E
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on the forebody from those on the forebody and afterbody
to obtain the forces due to the .afterbody. When the
load cn the forebody is k.nowr+the other forces may be
cbtained, At sny arbitrary trim, speed, snd load, the
wetted length cf tineforebody keel is known from fiumre 8,
and the load on the fcrebody can be found from figure 7
if the speed, trim and wetted length of the keel are
“known. The wetted length of the forebody keel was more .
sharply defined than that of the forebody ch.tne and,
hence, is more reliable in computing the load on the
forebody.
CONCLUDING RZMARK
General tank.tests of the model of the hull of the
Boeing XPBB-1 flyin: boat were made to determine, in
addition to the usl~?].measurqnents of resistance and
trimming mcrnant, mgasursmefits of tinelength of the
planing tmtta.nwlii~hwas wetted. by the w~tc~. The
measurements of dr-lft$which were unaffected by u@-9nd-
down surges of ~r:ate.eiritLe tank, made the data particu-
larly suitable for the commutation bf st=”b~i-i”tyderi.vatiws.
.-
Langley Mem,orf.a]Aeranauticg.1 Laboratory
JJa.tfl.or,&lAdvlsop-f Comnittce for Aeronautics
Langley ~ieid, Vs., May 24, 19LL6
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